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My dear Chaverot,
As the new Gregorian Calendar year 2018 is upon us, I wish you a very happy
2018 and continued success in all your WIZO endeavors. In Hebrew, the number
18 is ‘chai’ (life). It is a symbol of good luck and has its linkage in the Kabbalah
texts to Hashem's attribute of 'Ratzon’, motivation or will to do. It is this ‘will to do’
that drives us all in our shared WIZO mission, our ‘avodat kodesh’ (sacred work)
for the benefit of Israeli society,
We serve WIZO, not for material gain or for glory but because we care deeply
about the people of Israel and the future of our WIZO. This ‘ratzon’ is my driving
force and that of my sisters who serve alongside me on the Executive of World
WIZO. I feel particularly blessed to be able to count upon my team to lighten the
burden of responsibility by their diligence and devotion to duty and accountability
to the movement. We speak in one voice, WIZO’s voice, and it is in this unity of
sisterhood that we find our strength. This ‘ratzon’ is also shared by our
professional staff with whom we work in harmony and with the deepest respect
for their valuable contribution to our success.

rivkalaz@wizo.org

My WIZO sisters on the World WIZO Executive join me in welcoming you, our
dear Chaverot, at the 2018 World WIZO MOR (Meeting of Representatives), here
in your spiritual homeland, in our glorious State of Israel. We are blessed by your
partnership and trust in us to handle with a great sense of duty and obligation that
which is so close to all our hearts - WIZO.

Welcome
Chaverot
To the

This year’s MOR celebrates 70 years of the State of Israel and the integral part
that WIZO has played in its success through the fulfilment of dreams and
aspirations by those who dare, and the strengthening and empowerment of its
citizens by those who care. We will share those moments of ‘nachess’ that
emanate from our projects and brainstorm the challenges that face us as a
Zionist movement in today’s world. Finally we will, all of us, renew our vows for
another year of WIZO solidarity and devotion to our cause that is so crucial to the
wellbeing of the State of Israel.

Email me:

2018
World
WIZO
M.O.R

I wish you a particularly enlightening and fulfilling MOR and thank you for your
partnership and your unwavering support.
Fondly,

Prof. Rivka Lazovsky
Chairperson, World WIZO
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Looking back, walking forward

WIZOISM

In the 28 years before the birth of the modern State of Israel, our WIZO
movement was already established in Eretz Israel, building the social and
educational infrastructure that would raise the future nation. Addressing the
many and pressing needs of the people, WIZO broke ground on new and
vital projects in order to support and strengthen the citizens and those who
were yet to make Aliyah to their Promised Land.
The humanitarian work of WIZO was complimented by philanthropic Zionist
women throughout the world whose concern for their spiritual homeland was
evidenced in compassion and altruism. They extended their hearts over the
oceans to Eretz Israel and dared to dream, as Herzl had in the immortalized
phrase, ‘If you will it, it is no dream’. The State of Israel was born, swampy
marshlands yielded fruit, the desert bloomed and the people flourished.
Today, seventy years on, the State of Israel can look back on her achievements and attribute much of
her success to the input of our pioneering WIZO mothers whose vision had been so instrumental in
educating and empowering the people through all their struggles in times of utter desperation and great
need. This WIZO example of going above and beyond is our key to the future. As we, WIZO Chaverot,
continue to walk in their footsteps, to volunteer our time and tools, to give, to care for, and to advocate,
we are mindful of not just the needs of today but also the needs of all Israel’s tomorrows.
Today’s State of Israel is very different to the fledgling State of Israel born just 70 years ago. Back then,
the Jewish world stepped up far more readily to respond to the needs of its very own, new and glorious
baby State. The emerging evidence of the horrors of the Holocaust burned like fire in the belly of the
Jewish People and as they mourned with broken hearts, they found strength in focusing on the one
country in the whole wide world that they could call their own – the State of Israel.

And so, as we WIZO chaverot follow in the footsteps of our founding foremothers we are mindful that we
must look to the future and continue walking ever forward. Today’s Israel, despite all her astounding
achievements, innovations, and muscle, still harbours weaknesses in a great many sectors of society. It
can be said that Israel’s strength is also her weakness. A strong Shekel and buoyant economy may be
seen as an asset to the country but when the cost of basic utilities and the weekly food bill rise week after
week, it is the working people, the mothers and fathers, who find themselves struggling to make ends
meet. WIZO, as the premier social services provider in Israel, feels the pinch, too. In her efforts to
strengthen the organization for whatever tomorrow may bring, and at the same time to deliver the quality
of service the people deserve, she must find the means to provide, and focus on the necessities just like
the mother who fights to feed her ever-growing family when the food on the table is so scarce.
Today’s Israel is also blighted by an escalating and disturbing trend of hostility, a resurgence of antiSemitism, anti-Israel sentiment and ‘fake news’ - sinister outside influences that undermine her very
existence as the Jewish State.
However, we echo the words of Golda Meir, when she said, ‘Pessimism is a luxury that no Jew can allow
himself’. Those words just serve as a reminder that we who walk in the footsteps of our pioneering
foremothers have now become the pioneers of the future of the State of Israel. We have but one country
to call our very own. Her assets are her people, more precious than any gushing oil well or gold mine.
WIZO walks with the aspirations of the people uppermost on her mind and in her heart.
And if the heart grows heavy, and, when in times of struggle, of hardship, the road ahead looks long and
impassable, we should remind ourselves how far we have come and be mindful of how far we still have
to go. In the service of the citizens of the State of Israel, we cannot afford to sit back and bask in the
glory of the pioneers. We must be the pioneers of the tomorrow we do not yet know.
The future of the glorious State of Israel needs the WIZO pioneering spirit now more than ever, to ensure
that the beacon unto the nations will always shine bright for all our tomorrows and the betterment of the
world at large.
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EARLY AGE

Being Parents - the WIZO way
WIZO embraces Israel’s young parents, from even before
childbirth, putting the focus on the health and wellness of mother
and baby, enabling the ‘tomorrow generation’ to benefit from the
very best start in life.
Prihut, Amharic for ‘the fruit of Life’ is one such program piloted
by WIZO. It is a special prenatal class for Ethiopian women who
are new immigrants to Israel and who are unfamiliar with Israeli
society, its culture and norms. Many of these mothers-to-be do not
Photo for illustration purpose only
even speak Hebrew and are, understandably, daunted by the
unfamiliar birth practices, hospitals and modern medicine that
await them as they look forward to the birth of their new babies in a country so diverse and alien from what
they are used to back home in Ethiopia. WIZO is sympathetic to these women
The Prihut program consists of six meetings starting from the seventh month of pregnancy, and is led by a
‘doula’ (birth companion), who is specially trained to work with Ethiopian women using a holistic approach to
childbirth. During the course, the women and their partners will be prepared for the birth of their babies and
given all the knowledge they need to familiarize and grow in self-assurance,
to face the birth with calm and confidence.
Early motherhood brings many challenges to the first time mother, and our
young Ethiopian mothers can also benefit from guidance and support after
birth, as a continuation of the Prihut courses. WIZO offers young Ethiopian
mothers the chance to learn all aspects of care for their new infants, and for
themselves. From nutrition to hygiene practices, from sleeping, feeding,
motor development, and more. Sympathetic guidance will ease them and
their babies through the early months, encouraging and teaching the new
parents how to advance the cognitive development of their babies by storing
telling, reading, music and play.
In this framework of nurture, care and education, led by experienced and trained specialists and volunteers,
these new Ethiopian mothers will gain crucial mothercraft tools for the benefit of their children, their families
and themselves.

WIZO’s watchful eye on early age
Early age provides a window of opportunity for identification and correction of physical and cognitive
problems in babies. WIZO Day Care Centre staff are being trained by professionals in early age development
to work with parents to identify development shortfalls that reveal themselves in the baby class.
WIZO recognizes that children born to parents within a high-risk population who face the pressures of
poverty, immigration and family problems often need extra help to bridge the gaps that need early
intervention, which are usually difficult to close in the future. To combat this, WIZO has introduced a new
program of lectures to enable parents of three to six year olds from weaker populations to encourage
emotional, cognitive and literacy development in their children. The lectures will guide them in common
problems such as sleep problems, toilet training, setting boundaries, children in the
smartphone age, children and screens (computer, television, etc.)
WIZO holds the hand of both the parents and their babies as they take those first
tentative steps of family life and when life gets fraught, as any new parent will tell you
that it does, then the WIZO Parents Help Line – a free of charge advisory call centre
for parents of young children is always there to offer a listening ear and guidance to
assist parents to best care for their children.
The WIZO Parents Help Line, which is staffed by professionals who volunteer their
time, is a unique service for parents who need help or counselling on parenting
difficulties and is the only one of its kind in Israel.
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FOSTER HOMES

Fostering with love
Carla (not her real name) lives in the warm and supportive
environment of a Neve WIZO foster home, with her foster
parents and seven other foster children, three girls and four
boys. Carla’s birth mother is from the Philippines and is
married to an Israeli who is much older than herself. When
Carla was a baby, her parents took her to live in Manilla.
They came back to live in Israel when she was seven years
old and Carla never attended school.
Carla, who knew no Hebrew, was left for long periods alone
in the apartment while her mother was ‘working’. Her father
was a heavy drinker.

Photo for illustration purpose only

When Carla was found alone at home she was surrounded
by medicines and tablets that were fed to her by her father who had said that his daughter was ‘always
sick and complaining of pains in her legs and her back and her tummy’. She was referred to the care of
WIZO by the welfare authorities.
When she first arrived at the WIZO foster home, a comprehensive plan for her rehabilitation was worked
out with her new foster parents and a team of social workers, doctors, psychologists and remedial
teachers. Firstly, she was treated by psychologists for hypochondria as a succession of doctors who
examined her found that there was nothing physically wrong with her apart from a deficiency in nutrition.
With the intervention of the care team and in the nurturing environment of the foster home, Carla adapted
well to life with her foster parents, and eased in to her new life. She regards the other children in the
foster home as her sisters and brothers. Having benefitted from intense tutoring and Hebrew, Carla has
caught up with her peers and attends a local school where she is beginning to show great promise in all
subjects.
Foster mother, Shelly, speaks highly of Carla: “She is a beautiful, affectionate child. She is always so
helpful around the house and is always the first to help clear the table. She is fastidious in her personal
hygiene and never needs any reminding to do her homework. She helps me with the younger children
now. She folds her clothes in a very unusual way that she must have learned in the Philipines, and I
always like to show off her neat cupboard as a reminder to the other kids that tidiness is not just
something that grown ups do!”
Every year, tens of thousands of claims are filed in Israeli courts relating to child neglect or physical,
sexual, or emotional abuse. Tens of thousands of these children are removed by the authorities from
dangerous and life threatening home lives. Without intervention, these children might fall victim to their
circumstances. Continued under-nutrition, lack of attention, neglect, or worse will prevent them from
receiving and achieving what they need in order to succeed in life and have a bright future.
For children such as Carla and many others at great risk, WIZO created Neve WIZO, a long-term foster
family home for children aged 4-18. Children enter the the foster home by court order and undergo a
process of emotional, psychological and educational evaluations to determine their needs. There are
currently five houses in Neve WIZO, each catering for 8 children.
Married couples are employed as foster parents and provide a warm and stable environment for the
children. Placed in the midst of a loving home and having supportive adults to guide them through life's
milestones gives the children hope and courage to overcome past hardships and reach their full
potential. The fostering couples are guided by a professional support team including a psychologist,
social workers, and various therapists. Neve WIZO is unique in that it cares for these children from
childhood to adulthood and provides everything they need physically, academically, emotionally and
socially to become healthy, responsible, functioning adults.
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YOUTH CENTRES

Closing the gaps at Pardes Katz

Early Age
Day Care Centres
Parental Support
Warm Homes for
children at risk
Schools
Youth Villages
Vocational Training
Enrichment Courses
Youth Centers
Counselling
Welfare
Respite Care
Trauma Counselling
Community Care
Women’s Shelters
Family Therapy
Women’s
Leadership
Citizens Advice
Legal Services to the
family
Golden Age Home

Yoseph comes to the WIZOuk-sponsored
Marie Nahum WIZO Centre in Pardes Katz
almost every afternoon after school. He,
and so many other kids like himself have
come to rely on this centre as an optimum
learning environment where he receives
valuable help with his homework.
The centre is situated in an area populated
by low income Ethiopian families who have
limited Hebrew and who struggle to help
their children with their homework. It is
open all year round including weekends.
Students arrive after school to receive
academic support in Hebrew, maths, geography, English, and other subjects that
they are struggling with. Young children from the age of five or six also benefit
from the centre in the provision of entertainment, enrichment and educational
activities.
Yoseph used to struggle at school, and large gaps in his education were forming
simply because his parents were unable to help him with his homework. His
mother spoke limited Hebrew, she worked as a cleaner as did her husband.
Yoseph could never find a quiet place to even try to do his homework in the
cramped apartment he shared with his parents and five younger brothers and
sisters. Despite his home being one of warmth and love, it was always noisy and
chaotic and so he simply gave up trying.
When Yoseph was eleven years old, he started to attend the Marie Nahum WIZO
Centre in Pardes Katz. It was here that a new world of opportunity opened up for
him as he found volunteers and staff who were capable and willing to help him to
close the gaps in his education and to instil in him an enthusiasm for study that
he never had before. Yoseph benefits from one to one tutoring sessions and also
from group activities. Now in the tenth grade, Yoseph is a high achieving student
who looks forward to meaningful army service.
The chairperson of WIZO Pardes Katz, Rachel Mongoli, received an achievement
award in 2015 in appreciation of her work to improve the lives of the local children
of Ethiopian immigrant families. She explains that Yoseph is not the only success
story emanating from this centre. She says, “We are making a beneficial impact
on the local community by giving the youth a place to call their own, where the
tools to educate and support them are readily available. This in turn strengthens
the whole family and empowers the community which struggles in so many
ways.”
Yoseph’s younger brothers and sisters also attend the centre and also benefit
from one to one tutoring in many subjects. The centre is not just a place of
learning, it is also a place of fun, where many leisure pursuits are also enjoyed by
the youth in this impoverished area. It is a sanctuary far removed from the street
corners that would otherwise attract disenfranchised youth and lead them into
negative ways.
The parents of the children and youth who attend are full of admiration for
Rachel Mongoli and her team of dedicated volunteers and staff but as the
community grows, more resources are needed to cater for the influx of children
who come to rely so heavily on this centre.
Pardes Katz is in great need of more learning supplies and equipment such as
workbooks and computers to cater to the growing needs of this vibrant yet needy
community. Interestingly, parents with limited Hebrew are improving their
language skills through the children and volunteers at this life-enhancing youth
centre.
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EDITOR’S MUSINGS

Part One: Working for Team WIZO
Indulge me as I allow my ‘Editor’s Musings’ to go over two pages. Just as there are
times when there are not enough hours in the day to fulfil all our WIZO duties
sometimes, there are also times when there are just too many words to fit on one
page so I have split it into two parts. ‘Working as a Team’ and on the next page,
‘WIZO Partnering the State of Israel’.

Tricia Schwitzer
Executive Member
Special Projects
World WIZO

I serve alongside my sisters on the World WIZO Eeecutive for the good of this great
organization, always mindful of the fact that we are a peoples’ organization, run by
the people, for the people. We, the executive, are the lay leaders who dutifully show
up every single day and work solely for the benefit of WIZO and those in her care. At
board meetings we sit around the table, we debate, brainstorm, and vote upon the
issues that affect every adverse or beneficial aspect of this organization. Our Chair,
Professor Rivka Lazovsky makes only one demand on us, and that is to be present
at the meetings so that all decisions are reached as a team. WIZO is bigger than any
one of us, and as such it needs a strong, united team to guide it because ‘together
we are better’.

Each of us on the World WIZO Executive has her own personal reasons for loving, believing in,
volunteering for, and donating to WIZO. In my case, it is a way to give back to the State of Israel that has
rewarded me with great personal happiness.
We are volunteers. We do not get wages. We receive no benefits. We are on the side of the giving. I can
safely speak for my sisters on the World WIZO Executive when I tell you that we ALL come to WIZO House
every working day to serve an organization that we
believe in. In our service, we must carefully weigh up
the pros and cons of every decision. We must be, and
we are, ever mindful of the health of WIZO in its struggle
to deliver the best product it can to the people who
need it the most, in the most cost-effective way
possible.
However, the WIZO workload is great, the WIZO
movement is huge, its reach spans the entire State of
Israel. To maximize the quality of our care, we are
indebted to the participation of good, hardworking paid
workers. We appreciate their professionalism and the
tools that they bring to the table and we are, in all areas,
complimented greatly by their willingness to ‘go the
extra mile’ as we all do. WIZO is blessed by a workforce
that loves and respects this organization just as much
as us and we work together in mutual respect, ever
mindful of the dignity of the other.
It is our job to strengthen the resolve of our staff
members, to encourage and empower them not just to
work for a WIZO wage packet but to view WIZO as home, as family. It is one of the greatest joys to know
that we have the respect of our staff, because it is only in the mutual earning of respect can we dare
to expect to be treated in the same way.
We, as members of the Executive, are ever mindful of the contribution of loyal staff members to the
success of this organization. We may be volunteers and we may donate our time for purely altruistic
motives but we know the value of mutual cooperation and trust. The adage of ‘treat the janitor with the
same respect as you would the treat the managing director’ certainly applies. We each of us have a job to
do, and to each of us that job is the most important job in the world - because whether with or without a
salary, we work for WIZO. We are all on Team WIZO.
Tricia Schwitzer
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Part Two: WIZO partnering Israel

EDITOR’S MUSINGS

The modern State of Israel is built on its successes, on its triumphs. And with every step this brave State
has taken in its great strides forward, WIZO has walked hand in hand, always ready to serve the people.
I would not be stretching the truth if I were to say that students in our schools and youth villages who
peer down a microscope are being equipped with the tools to find an optimal cure for Cancer. Israeli
scientists are already growing bone from fat cells so who knows what tomorrow’s innovators of this tiny
sovereign state are capable of doing when WIZO believes in them and invests in their future.
Of course, not all Israel’s citizens can aspire to be on the frontline of invention but success is subjective.
For some, just learning to read and write, for others gaining meaningful employment or finding the
courage to make positive changes in their lives are all triumphs beyond their wildest dreams.
WIZO builds on the underlying principles on which she was founded by our great foremother, Rebecca
Seiff z’’l some 98 years ago. The Irish dramatist of the 17th century, George Fabricius said, ‘Death
comes to all, but great achievements raise a monument, which shall endure until the sun grows old.’
WIZO is that monument, but unlike monuments she is not set in stone, she evolves like the changing of
the seasons. Year on year, WIZO grows to meet the needs of a vulnerable and needy Israeli
society. And just as the sun rises each new morning so, too, does WIZO. She shines on the State
of Israel.
As the Modern State of Israel turns 70 years old, her population stands at 8.8 million, a 1.9% rise on the
previous year. That, to my mind, represents 8.8 million reasons why WIZO is such an important
movement. At any given time, many of those citizens of the State or indeed all of them, can and will turn
to WIZO for the care, education and support that WIZO the ‘mother of necessity’ is obliged to provide.
At this year’s Meeting or Representatives, I am excited to be chairing a session on ‘70 Years of the
State of Israel - WIZO Working Hand in Hand’. I will be calling upon Federations to explain how their
projects have benefitted Israel through its past 70 years of statehood and to highlight their achievements
in building a stronger, more resilient nation state. Going forward, we will brainstorm together the ways in
which we continue to serve the needs of Israel’s population in all of its tomorrows. I am looking forward
to hearing all your views on how your WIZO Federation plans to drive forward in the service of the
people of Israel.
The State of Israel is the most precious commodity of every Jew everywhere. Through WIZO, we
invest in its present to advance its future because it is our responsibility, all of us, to make sure
that the sun will always shine brightly and never, ever grow old.
May 2018 bring us all success in our joint WIZO endeavours. The citizens of the State of Israel depend
on us.

Written & Edited by
TRICIA SCHWITZER
trishas@wizo.org
Tweet to @WIZOimpact
Instagram @WIZOimpact
www.facebook.com/WIZOimpact/

